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Irresistible soft touch
and natural look

Meryl® Nateo by Nylstar

A new step in the search for ultimate
comfort. Meryl® Nateo offers an
irresistible soft touch and a natural look.

Cotton touch

Meryl Nateo is the perfect combination of easy-care properties
and a natural look and feel. Its softness and natural look makes
Meryl Nateo the perfect partner for an active lifestyle while
maintaining comfort and fashion standards. Expect Meryl Nateo to
give your fabrics a more natural look regardless of finishings.
Quick drying properties

For the ultimate in comfort, clothing must quickly transport moisture away
from the skin, allowing the wearer to stay dry. Meryl Nateo has the ability
to rapidly transport liquid and maintain a low level of moisture on the skin.
Resistant

For the active customer who demands a high level of performance, Meryl
Nateo offers resistance to abrasion, snags and tears like no other. Meryl
Nateo also provides superior color fastness.
Extra benefits

Meryl Nateo bottoms can be featured with Meryl Skinlife gussets. The
garment will offer an important added benefit by providing antimicrobial
protection to a specific area.

Markets & Applications

Yarn Counts Available

Whether it is for bodywear, sport,
swimwear or intimates, Meryl
Nateo provides fantastic matt
colors unique to the market.

ATY 50f48 FD RD

ATY 145f116 FD RD

ATY 90f68 FD RD

ATY 190f136 FD RD

ATY 100f96 FD RD

DTY 90f68 FD RD

Meryl Nateo is a premium Polyamide 6.6 fiber produced and owned by Nylstar

Meryl Nateo main Properties
Certified by Meryl® Lab

UV Protection

Water Absorption

Wicking Properties

Stretchable

Meryl Nateo, with its greater
opaqueness, is highly effective
against UV rays. Fabrics made
with Meryl Nateo can reach UPF
80 of the UV 801 Standard.

Meryl Nateo demonstrates
faster absorption speed when
compared to other Meryl yarns
of the same count, ensuring
maximum comfort.

Breathable. Meryl Nateo
quickly draws perspiration
away from the skin to the
exterior of the fabric for
evaporation.

Meryl Nateo stretches to give
you a perfect fit and maximum
comfort giving great shape
without wrinkles.

Feel the Eco-Revolution with Meryl Nateo Dope Dyed yarns
Water free dyed yarns in the following styles*:
Basic Colors
Nylstar
Black

Trend Colors
Nylstar
White

Nylstar
Grey

Ivory
Pantone®
11-0103

Biscotti
Pantone®
13-1009

Stock
Blue
Pantone®
18-4244

Rouge
Pink
Pantone®
15-1516

Flame
Pantone®
17-1563

Deep
Sky Blue
Pantone®
15-4421

Camel
Pantone®
16-1334

* The actual yarn’s color may differ from printed colors shown above.

Fantastic ready to use mélanges with Meryl Nateo
Giving garments a mélange effect has never been so easy.
Yarns available in Mélange DUO*:

ATY 100f96 FD RD
ATY 190f136 FD RD
*Meryl two color mélange yarns.
Meryl Duo also available in your choice of Meryl Trend Colors.
Black & White

Black & Grey

White & Grey

Discover Nateo Breeze

Discover

DTY 90f68 FD RD

ATY 100f96 FD RD

cotton touch with linen effect

Our favorite

Meryl Nateo, Yoga’s favorite.
Garments made with Meryl Nateo
offer the best performance without
giving up the ultra soft touch of natural
fibers. Its properties make it the
ultimate choice for studio sports.
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